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SUMMARY 

 
A prominent TE and TM mode split is observed in magnetotelluric (MT) data below 0.5 Hz collected in the Perth Basin over the 

Harvey Ridge, Western Australia. We investigate the causes of mode splitting and consider implications on inversion of the MT data 

to subsurface electrical conductivity distribution. Twenty-five broad-band MT stations were acquired and remote reference processing 

was completed to arrive at a data set located midway between the Darling Fault and the Indian Ocean. We used forward modelling to 

test our strong suspicion that the Indian Ocean, Darling fault and architecture of the Granitic Basement were indeed the major 

contributors to mode splitting that we observed. Forward modelling of synthetic data was completed for comparison with the Harvey 

MT data. We were surprised at the match between synthetic and field data given the simplicity of the forward model and the 

considerable lateral distance between the MT soundings and the Indian Ocean or Darling fault. We were then able to make significant 

improvements to the MT inversion outcome by introducing a large scale geo-electrical architecture as the seed model for inversion. 

Our work demonstrates that large scale geo-electrical contrasts at considerable lateral distance from an MT transect, or the target zone 

need to be systematically introduced to the inversion if a quality outcome is to be achieved. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Broad band magnetotelluric measurements harvest information that has contributions from hundreds of kilometres beyond the survey 

area itself. The ocean (~0.3 Ohm-m) and crustal scale faults that terminate basin sediments against crystalline basement are typical 

elements of the large scale geo-electrical architecture. The impact of the high electrical conductivity of seawater on land-based MT 

inversion is well known (Monteiro et al., 2001; Chave & Jones, 2012; Yang, Min, & Yoo, 2010). Several studies indicate a separation 

between TE and TM mode in both apparent resistivity and phase at low frequencies in proximity to the coast line (Pous et al., 2002; 

Lezaeta & Haak, 2003). Large scale faults also impact magnetotelluric data and inversion, and similarly many MT studies have 

investigated the influence of these structures (Unsworth & Bedrosian, 2004; Bedrosian et al., 2002; Wannamaker et al., 2004; Karaş et 

al., 2017). In most of these studies, MT data was collected across the fault zone. However the influence of large scale geo-electrical 

architecture on smaller scale MT surveys with a shallower local target zone is not as well studied. This is the challenge we explore. 

Specifically we investigate the influence of the Indian Ocean, Darling fault and the crystalline basement on measurements made in the 

onshore Perth Basin. MT data were collected along a ~10 km transect near the town of Harvey, Western Australia. Forward modelling 

has been completed to investigate the influence of the Indian Ocean, Darling fault and crystalline basement independently and when 

combined. To do this, synthetic data is compared with the observed data from Harvey. Finally we’ll investigate impacts of large scale 

geo-electrical architectures on MT inversion with data limited to the onshore Perth Basin.   
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METHOD AND RESULTS 

 
The Harvey Ridge is a structural high located between the shores of the Indian Ocean and the Darling Fault in Western Australia. MT 

data is often acquired with the objective of resolving both, the internal stratigraphy (lithologies) and the distribution (lateral and vertical 

changes) of solute concentration. These are key elements of basin hydrodynamics (how fluids exist and move within a basin). However 

the onshore Perth basin is narrow and bounded by the more than 1000 km long North South Darling Fault that separates the Perth Basin 

from the Yilgarn Craton and the Indian Ocean to the West.  

 

MT data was gathered along an East-West profile near Harvey, Western Australia in October 2016 with a combined effort from 

Geoscience Australia and Curtin University. More than 25 stations were collected. Some stations were omitted because of the close 

proximity to high voltage power lines. Sixteen (16) broad band stations were selected for the Harvey survey (Figure 1b). Robust remote 

reference data processing was employed which was able to reduce noise in the remaining stations. Poor quality cross-powers have been 

removed using the Phoenix MT-Editor software (“Data Processing User Guide,” 2005).  

 

The MT apparent resistivity and phase show similar mode splitting in all stations at frequencies lower than 0.5 Hz (Figure 1a). Initially 

the cause for this splitting was not clear. An isotropic 2D finite element inversion was applied via the MARE2DEM code (Key, 2016) 

using a half-space starting model. Despite a relatively low RMS misfit the results were not consistent with expectations from drill hole 

logging and seismic reflection data.  

 

Figure 2 presents synthetic data over three (3) highly simplified large scale geo-electrical architectures that surround the survey area, 

where the MT survey is located in the centre of the onshore Perth Basin:  

 

1. Ocean (0.3 Ohm-m) with constant depth, 10km basin (10 Ohm-m) over crystalline basement set to 1000 Ohm-m. 

2. Fault only dividing sediment (10 Ohm-m) and crystalline basement (1000 Ohm-m) 

3. Ocean (0.3 Ohm-m), sediment (10 Ohm-m) and fault, with crystalline basement (1000 Ohm-m). 

 

Potential contributions of each element of the large scale geo-electrical architecture on the low-frequency split in TE and TM modes 

are shown at 4 stations: for the Indian Ocean with basin structure (Figure 2a), for the Darling Fault only (Figure 2b), and the synthesis 

of the basin structure with Indian Ocean and Darling Fault included (Figure 2c).  

 

The effect of Indian Ocean and basin architecture (2a) is already considerable in all stations. The model containing the Indian Ocean 

and basin structure (2b) both show strong mode splitting observed at about 0.5 Hz in the target area (six km far from coast line). The 

Darling Fault produces a sharp TE and TM mode separation that occurs at progressively lower frequencies with distance from the fault. 

Synthetic data collected over the ocean, fault and highly simplified crystalline basement (2c) generate an outcome which is most similar 

to the observed data.  Figure 3 shows a detailed comparison of synthetic and field data at Station St01.  

 

In the next stage we used the synthetic geo-electrical model (see Figure 2c) as the seed model for 2D inversion and the result is shown 

in Figure 4a. The F10 fault displacement is well located and there is a good match between the 1D forward model (red line) and the 

2D inversion result (blue circles), and with well log data in St08 from the nearby Harvey-1 well with depth of ~3 km (Figure 4b).  

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

We have simulated onshore magnetotelluric data for a survey over simple large scale geo-electrical architectures to better understand 

the factors generating a significant split in the TE and TM modes seen in mid to low frequency MT data near Harvey in South Western 

Australia. The synthetic data derived from a combination of Indian Ocean, Darling Fault and crystalline basement that surround the 

Perth Basin, showing mode splitting at frequencies below ~0.5 Hz in MT apparent resistivity and phase, provides a surprisingly good 

match to the observed data at similarly low frequencies. It appears that the Darling Fault located about 10 km to the east of the transect 

is the dominating factor contributing to the separation in TE and TM mode, with the Indian Ocean to the west of the transect having a 

smaller but not insignificant contribution. This coarse large scale model consisting of just three conductivity values (i.e. 1. ocean, 2. 

Basin sediments, 3. crystalline rock) was then used as the starting model for 2D inversion to generate an improved inversion outcome. 

We have shown that large conductivity distributions at considerable distance beyond the transect itself must play a role in the MT 
response and in our example the impact commences at a surprisingly high frequency of about 0.5 Hz. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
Figure 1: The location and AMT and MT observed responses in Harvey Ridge. (a) Apparent resistivity and phase for six 

stations along the profile. TE and TM mode splitting can be seen in all stations at 0.1 Hz. (b) the location of measured stations 

on Google Earth. 

Figure 2: The forward models and synthetic data generated from three basic models: (a) Indian Ocean and basin 

architecture, (b) Darling Fault, (c) Combination of Indian Ocean, darling Fault and Perth basement. The synthetic data from 

model (c) has the best match with observed data in low frequencies and it could rebuild the observed mode splitting. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of large scale background forward model with field data at station 01. a) shows field data, b) shows 

large scale background model as in Figure 2d, c) zoomed in comparison for mode splitting for field and large scale 

background model. Comclusion is clear. The large scale picture has a significant impact on MT data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: The 2D inversion result. (a) 2D inversion result after including Indian Ocean, darling Fault and Perth basement, (b) 

Comparison of Harvey 1 well log (black line), 1D forward model (red line) and 2D inversion result (blue circles) at St08. The 

location of the F10 fault is well defined and conductivity structures are following the well log data. 
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